1. Historic District Commission Regular Meeting
Documents:
HDC OCTOBER 8, 2019 AGENDA.PDF
HDC OCTOBER 8, 2019 FULL PACKET.PDF

CITY OF YPSILANTI
Agenda
Historic District Commission
Tuesday, September 24, 2019 - 7:00 p.m.
Ypsilanti City Hall, 1 S Huron St.
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
The Ypsilanti Historic District Commission works to safeguard Ypsilanti’s built heritage by guiding development and renovation
within the Historic District. Enabled by federal, state, and local legislation, the HDC seeks to stabilize and improve property values,
to promote preservation education, and to develop the Ypsilanti Historic District as a vital living area.
An audio recording of the meeting will be made for the purpose of assisting in the preparation of official minutes only. Once the
official minutes are approved the audio recording will be destroyed.

I.

CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
Alex Pettit, Interim-Chair
Erika Lindsay
Hank Prebys
Ron Rupert
Jane Schmiedeke
Anne Stevenson
Amy Swift
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II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

III.

PUBLIC COMMENTS ON AGENDA ITEMS

IV.

PUBLIC HEARING—none

V.

BUSINESS SESSION
A. OLD BUSINESS
1.
133 W Michigan

Window Replacement

B. NEW BUSINESS
1.
200 W Michigan
2.
302 E Cross

Storefront painting and hand-painted sign
Revisit Timeline for Repair

C. STUDY ITEMS
D. ADMINISTRATIVE APPROVALS
1. 311 W Cross
2. 202 W Forest
3. 226 N River
4. 306 N Grove
5. 317 W Cross
6. 425 N Adams
7. 514 N Huron

Concrete porch replacement
Garage roof
Concrete sidewalk
Roof and soffit repair
Paint
Roof
Fence

E. OTHER BUSINESS
1.
Property monitoring
2.
Commissioner comments
VI.

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS

VII.

HOUSEKEEPING BUSINESS
1.
Approval of meeting minutes, September 24, 2019

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Rehabilitation of Historic Structures
Developed by the U.S. Department of the Interior, the Standards provide a framework that guides
protective decisions regarding historic structures. The Historic District Commission is required to cite
applicable Standards with each formal decision it renders. It may also cite
HDC Fact Sheets as part of its decision-making process.

1. Use property for original purpose or provide compatible use with minimal alteration.

A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal change to its
distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.
2. Do not destroy original character. Do not remove or alter historic material or features.

The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive materials
or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.
3. Do not imitate earlier styles.

Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create a
false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or elements from other historic
properties, will not be undertaken.
4. Preserve significant changes acquired over time.

Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and
preserved.
5. Preserve distinctive features.

Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a property will be preserved.
6. Repair, don’t replace. Replacements shall match original.

Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration
requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture,
and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by documentary
and physical evidence.
7. Clean building gently—no sandblasting.

Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
8. Preserve archaeological resources.

Archaeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed,
mitigation measures will be undertaken.
9. Contemporary designs shall be compatible and shall not destroy significant original
material.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials,
features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated
from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and
massing to protect the integrity of the property and its environment.
10. New work shall be removable.

New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner that, if
removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would
be unimpaired.
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HDC Work Permit
Staff Review
Property address: 133 W Michigan
Property History: The property includes the ca. 1907
Neoclassical-style building that was erected to house the First
National Bank of Ypsilanti. In 1963 the bank exterior was
“modernized” with a marbled first floor and “cheese grater”
metal screened second floor. The original exterior was revealed
in 1985, with restoration funds coming from a Downtown
Façade Improvement Grant.
Date of Application: September 3, 2019
Date of Review: September 5, 2019
Date of Meeting: October 8, 2019
Proposed work: Replace 14 windows on the south elevation

second story.

1. Use property for original
purpose or provide
compatible use with minimal
alteration.
2. Do not destroy
original character. Do
not remove or alter
historic material or
features.
3. Do not imitate earlier
styles.
4. Preserve significant
changes acquired over time.
5. Preserve distinctive
features.

Materials: Weathershield Premium Series wood-framed

aluminum-clad windows.

Staff review:

1. This application was reviewed as an action item on
September 10, 2019. The item was tabled at the
subsequent so that the applicant may look into
additional window options that do not result in a loss of
glass area. The application will be denied on procedural
grounds if a decision cannot be reached by the October
22 meeting.
2. As of October 4, 2019, no additional materials or
amendments had been submitted to staff.
3. The applicant is the recipient of a Downtown
Development Authority Façade Rehabilitation Grant, and
requires HDC approval to receive grant funding.
4. The applicant proposes replacing 14 wood-framed
double-hung one-over-one windows on the second
story of the south elevation.
5. Proposed replacements are Weathershield Premium
Series wood sashes with aluminum cladding.

6. Repair, don’t replace.
Replacements shall
match original.
7. Clean building gently—
no sandblasting.
8. Preserve archaeological
resources.
9. Contemporary designs
shall be compatible and
shall not destroy significant
original material.
10. New work shall be
removable.

6.

7.
8.
9.

a. The new windows will be colored to match the others on the building.
The applicant is requesting insert replacement so that the exterior window trim, that
features a distinctive Toros (rounded) molding, can remain intact.
a. The contractor estimates a slight loss in glass area, totaling 1”, on the width of
the windows, and ¼” on the height.
b. The upper trim, may be removed ¼” on the upper and lower sashes to meet the
height of the windows.
The contractor estimates that the average person would not notice the change in glass
area.
The applicant states that the windows are so badly rotted that some have been boarded
over to prevent their falling.
The applicant investigated restoring the windows over replacing, and the cost was
$3,900 per window for $54,600 total, with a six-month time-frame to completion.
Restoration is estimated at twice as much as replacement, which is $26,000.

Recommended Motions:
Move to approve and issue a certificate of appropriateness for the work at 133 W Michigan as
specified in the application, dated September 3, 2019, for the installation of 14 Weathershield
Premium Series aluminum-clad wood windows on the second story of the south elevation. The
distinctive rounded window molding is to be preserved as much as possible.

Relevant Secretary of the Interior’s Standards:

#2, #6

***
Move to table the application for work at 133 W Michigan so the applicant may explore other
window options that result in no reduction of glass area.

Prepared by:
Scott E. Slagor, Preservation Planner

Staff photos: 133 W Michigan

HDC Work Permit
Staff Review
Property address: 200 W Michigan
Property History: 200 W Michigan is a large seven-storefront

Italianate-style building was erected in 1879, known as the
Union Block.i The building extends for four storefronts and has
held a diverse variety of retail and services throughout its
history; including a social hall for the International Order of the
Odd Fellows hall on the second floor. The corner two
storefronts historically served as an anchor for downtown
shopping; housing such things as dry goods, grocery stores,
shoe, and drug stores, before becoming Kresge’s ca. 1921.
Kresge’s was a staple in downtown shopping. Some
Ypsilantians believe that its closure in the mid-1960s led to the
decline of downtown. Much of the building was vacant during
the late twentieth century before being purchased and
rehabilitated by Eric and Karen Maurer in 2002.ii The corner
storefront most recently housed Bona Sera Restaurant and is
soon to house another eatery, Bobcat Bonnies.

Date of Application: September 26, 2019
Date of Review: October 4, 2019
Date of Meeting: October 8, 2019
Paint the storefront and a new sign.
Materials: Paint.
Staff review:

1. The applicant proposes repainting the storefront trim
and signboard black and adding hand-painted sign- see
attached photos and renderings.
2. The sign is similar to that of the previous business.
3. Much of the work has already been completed.

Recommended Motions:
Move to approve and issue a certificate of appropriateness for
the work at 200 W Michigan as specified in the application,

1. Use property for original
purpose or provide
compatible use with minimal
alteration.
2. Do not destroy original
character. Do not remove or
alter historic material or
features.
3. Do not imitate earlier
styles.
4. Preserve significant
changes acquired over time.
5. Preserve distinctive
features.
6. Repair, don’t replace.
Replacements shall match
original.
7. Clean building
gently—no sandblasting.
8. Preserve archaeological
resources.
9. Contemporary
designs shall be
compatible and shall not
destroy significant
original material.
10. New work shall be
removable.

dated September 26, 2019, for repainting the wood components of the storefront and
signboard, and a hand-painted sign.

Relevant Secretary of the Interior’s Standards:

#7, #9, #10

Prepared by:
Scott E. Slagor, Preservation Planner
Robert O. Christensen, National Register of Historic Places Registration Form: Ypsilanti Historic District
(Lansing: Bureau of History, 1988), 8-1.
ii
Ypsilanti Historical Society Archival Subject Collections, Historic Home Tour, “29th Annual Historic home
Tour” (Ypsilanti Heritage Foundation, 2006).
i

Scott Slagor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alex Tucker
Thursday, September 26, 2019 3:11 PM
Scott Slagor
Fwd: Portal

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Correspondence with building owner authorizing painting below.

Hi Alex,As the owner of 200 West Michigan I give Bobcat Bonnie's permission to paint the front exterior of the
building.signed, Karen Maurer

On Thursday, September 26, 2019, 10:58:22 AM EDT, Alex Tucker
<2548261392956944780_6366535795458045191_39f2a43cb83bc2865c569cee99130d33062fce37@maurerma
nagement.mailer.appfolio.us> wrote:
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HDC Demolition by Neglect
Staff Report- Update
Property Address: 302 E Cross
Property History
The building was constructed ca. 1880. Based on a 2013 HDC review letter, a series of three rear
additions were removed as they were a public safety hazard. Internal background research did not
reveal additional information on the property history.
Property Significance
The house contributes to the Ypsilanti Historic District under Criterion C, architecture. The house is a ca.
1880 “Late Victorian” style residence. It has the vernacular Gabled Ell form, but stylistic features that
reflect Queen Anne and Gothic Revival styles.
Demolition by Neglect Timeline







8/23/2018 Notice to Appear sent to property owner to attend HDC meeting discussion on
Demolition by Neglect (DBN).
9/11/2018 HDC found the property to be a case of DBN.
Staff had advised to wait to establish a timeline until the Building Department had a chance to
visit the structure.
2/26/2019 The owner was approved to reroof the house.
4/2019 Planning and Building Departments Staff toured the property with the owner.
5/14/2019 The HDC and owner agreed on a timeline for repair.

Timeline
The approved roof replacement will be completed by the HOC meeting
scheduled for May 28, 2019; the HOC will also receive an update on the
condition of the foundation at the May 28 meeting with foundation
work to be complete by June 8, 2019; porch repair to be submitted as a
study item at the June 11 or June 25, 2019 meeting; repair of windows,
doors, and siding to be submitted as a study item at the July 9 or July 25,
2019 meeting. All proposed repairs to be completed by October 1, 2019.
Next Steps

The owner and HDC should agree on a timeline extension. To-date, there has been substantial work on
the foundation and roof, although not yet complete.
Outstanding Items to be Addressed by Owner’s Proposed Timeline
These items were identified by the Building Department as deterrents to the building’s safety and
structural integrity.






Roof completion
Foundation completion
Damaged or missing siding
Damaged windows and doors
Deterioration of porches on the façade and west elevation, including porch decking, ceiling, and
eaves

Recommended Timeline from Staff






Have Roof and Foundation completed by November to ensure the building envelope is secure
during the winter months.
Have a plan for repair of the façade and south porches in-place by November.
Over winter, the owner should assess what needs to happen to repair the siding and windows,
and come with a study action item in January or February, so that it can be approved and work
can begin in spring.
Project complete by May, 2020, one year after the Demolition by Neglect process began.

Recommended Motions:
Move to accept the property owner’s proposed timeline for repairs of the house at 302 E Cross
as presented at the Historic District Commission Meeting on October 8, 2019. [List repair items
followed by date agreed upon].
***
Move to table discussion of a timeline for repairs of the house at 302 E Cross so that the owner may
provide the Historic District Commission additional information.

MINUTES
City of Ypsilanti

HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION MEETING
Ypsilanti Historical Society – 220 N Huron Street
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197
Tuesday, September 24, 2019
7:00 P.M.

CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
Alex Pettit

Interim Chair

7:01 PM

Commissioners Present:

Alex Pettit, Hank Prebys, Anne Stevenson, Erika Lindsay, Ron Rupert

Commissioners Absent:

Jane Schmiedeke

Staff Present:

Scott Slagor, Preservation Planner
Nancy Hare-Dickerson, Commission Recording Secretary

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Slagor:

Staff request to add 428 N Hamilton as an action item under New Business.
Staff request to add 311 W Cross as a study item.

Motion:

Stevenson (second: Prebys) moved to approve the agenda as amended to add 428 N Hamilton as
an action item under New Business and to add 311 W Cross as a study item.

Approval:

Unanimous. Motion carried.

PUBLIC COMMENT ON AGENDA ITEMS
Re: 406 E Forest, 504 N Huron, 504 N River
Cameron Getto expressed support for the solar installation proposals.
PUBLIC HEARING—none
OLD BUSINESS
133 W Michigan

*The application for window replacement was moved to the end of the agenda as the applicant was not
present.
NEW BUSINESS

410-412 Maple

* Balcony/Porch reconstruction.
Applicant:

Gary Turner, contractor- present.

Discussion:

Pettit: Indicated that applicant was before the Historic District Commission as a study item at the
September 10th meeting. Asked applicant to briefly update the Commission on what is proposed.
Turner: Stated that it is an existing side porch on the existing residence. Stated that the
southeast corner is dilapidated from water damage and that drastic repairs are needed. Stated
that the proposal is to fix any structural problems, replace any damaged trim and restore as is,
same-for-same. Stated that the only change would be the roofing. Stated that it is a walk-out
balcony and that a polyurethane pedestrian walkway system is proposed that is not visible from
anywhere but on the balcony itself. Stated that it is well described in the drawings, full plans,
elevations, notes and details.

[Commissioners reviewed/discussed materials]
Motion:

Prebys (second: Rupert) moved to approve and issue a certificate of appropriateness for the
work at 410-412 Maple as specified in the application, dated September 5, 2019, for the repair
and reconstruction of components to the east porch. The repairs shall be made to specifications,
and the new exterior components painted to match the house.

Secretary of the Interior Standards:
#6 – Repair, don’t replace, replacements shall match the original.
Approval:

Unanimous. Motion carried.

102 N Hamilton

*Vinyl porch enclosure.
Applicant:

Sharonda Simmons, Ozone House representative; Jan Culbertson, architect- present.

Discussion:

Pettit: Asked applicant to walk the Commission through what is being proposed.
Culbertson: Indicated that they were present as a study item at the August 27th meeting.
Simmons: [Reiterated the reasons for the proposed enclosure as indicated at the August 27th

HDC meeting; i.e., expansion, safety]
Culbertson: Stated that they met with Marygrove Awning and discussed how to do it simply and
economically. Stated that the proposal is to do four panels on the inside of the porch. Stated that
there would be a two-by-two mill finish frame around it. Stated that some of them might be oneby-two. Stated that it would be the clear on the top and that it would be seamed [reference
materials]. Stated that the rail and below would be the yellow and that the yellow is slightly
brighter than the siding. Stated that she took a photo of the sample behind the rail and that it
would actually be a couple of inches further back than it is in the photograph [photograph passed
Historic District Commission
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to commissioners for review]. Stated that the reason for having that vinyl on the lower part is
because it is much sturdier than the clear vinyl.
Rupert: Asked if that is a metal [reference diagram].
Culbertson: Confirmed. Stated that they do have to put a metal in the center. Stated that the
idea would be to align that with one of the rails below [reference diagram].
Motion:

Prebys (second: Stevenson) moved to approve the issuance of a certificate of appropriateness for
work at 102 N. Hamilton for installation of a vinyl weather barrier, with the understanding that
the weather barrier is a removable feature of the building and increases usability in the winter.

Secretary of the Interior Standards:
#3 – Do not imitate earlier styles.
#9 – Contemporary designs shall be compatible and shall not destroy significant original materials.
#10 – New work shall be removable.
Approval:

Unanimous. Motion carried

406 E Forest

*Solar panel installation.
Applicant:

Kelly McRae, owner; Amy Strutz, contractor- present.

Discussion:

Pettit: Indicated that applicant was before the Historic District Commission as a study item at the
September 10th meeting. Asked applicant to briefly update the Commission on what is proposed.
Strutz: Stated that the plan is for roof-mounted panels on the east, west and also on the south.
Stated that they will be surface mounted. Stated that they will be all black. Stated that they will
all be facing the rear of the house and that none will be visible from the front. Stated that it is
highly likely that these rails [reference materials] will need to become more structural to provide
some lateral support.
Pettit: Asked what is meant by “more structural”.
Strutz: Stated that it would be possibly a two-by-six. Stated that possibly the homeowner will
decide to put actual rails there. Stated that, minimally, it would need to be attached to the house
and to the post. Stated that the rails that are currently there do not attach but that they exist.
Stated that the material may not be sound enough to reuse. Stated that the plan would be to
mimic the existing.

[Review and discussion of materials]
Stevenson: Asked if it would just be replacing with in-kind materials.
Strutz: Confirmed. Stated that it would need to be very nominally longer so that it attaches to the
house and to the post.
Historic District Commission
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[Continued review and discussion of materials]
Lindsay: Asked that a Porch Fact Sheet be given to applicant in case a decision is made to add
more. [Staff complied]
Strutz: Acknowledged.
Motion:

Stevenson (second: Rupert) moved to approve and issue a certificate of appropriateness for work
at 406 E Forest Street for the installation of solar panels as presented in the application, noting
that there will be some in-kind repair on the back-porch railings, with a small extension so the
panels can attach to the house and posts.

Secretary of the Interior Standards:
#3 – Do not imitate earlier styles.
#9 – Contemporary designs shall be compatible and shall not destroy significant original materials.
Approval:

Unanimous. Motion carried.

504 N Huron

*Solar panel installation.
Applicant:

Amy Strutz, contractor- present.

Discussion:

Pettit: Asked applicant to walk the Commission through the application.
Strutz: Stated that it is a carport in the rear of the house. Stated that it is surface mount in the
same plane as the carport. Stated – all black solar panels.
Prebys: Asked if they go on the carport.
Strutz: Confirmed.

[Review and discussion of materials]
Motion:

Prebys (second: Stevenson) moved to approve and issue a certificate of appropriateness for work
at 504 N Huron Street for the installation of solar panels as presented.

Secretary of the Interior Standards:
#3 – Do not imitate earlier styles.
#9 – Contemporary designs shall be compatible and shall not destroy significant original materials.
Approval:

Unanimous. Motion carried.

504 N River

*Solar panel installation.
Historic District Commission
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Applicant:

Amy Strutz, contractor- present.

Discussion:

Pettit: Asked applicant to walk the Commission through the application.
Strutz: Stated that this is engineered and designed combining both racking engineering and
architectural engineering to create a suitable surface and cover for the porch area. Stated that it
is not a full cover. Stated that it is permeable along the vertical seams. Stated that the horizontal
seam will be sealed with black solar seal. Stated that the frame [reference sample] is required to
be heavier-duty in order to keep it simplified and not have lots of posts.
Pettit: Stated that there was a fair amount of discussion about the detached arrangement there
[reference materials].

[Review and discussion of reference materials]
Rupert: Asked if this is being done because of the positioning of the house [reference materials].
Strutz: Stated that the positioning of the house, the trees in the front and the angle of the house
roof make it not adaptable to an east/west. Stated that if it was a shallow pitch, it would be good
with east but that it is a really steep pitch. Stated that a microinverter is being used on this one.
Stated that it would be panel mounted on the back side of the panel.

[Discussion re: the routing of the wiring]
Motion:

Rupert (second: Stevenson) moved to approve and issue a certificate of appropriateness for work
at 504 N River to install a semipermeable porch cover with Solar panels 4” x 4” wood posts
attached to 2” x 6,” wood painted to match the house in SW 7032, Warmstone, concrete pads,
galvanized post base and 2” by 6” Simpson LUC 26 Z concealed fact mount hanger.

Secretary of the Interior Standards:
#3 – Do not imitate earlier styles.
#9 – Contemporary designs shall be compatible and shall not destroy significant original materials.
Approval:

Unanimous. Motion carried.

302 E Cross

*The demolition by neglect timeline for repair extension was moved to the end of the agenda as the applicant
was not present.
428 N Hamilton

*Fence installation.
Applicant:

Jason Tallant, owner- present.

Discussion:

Pettit: Asked applicant to walk the Commission through what is planned.
Tallant: Indicated that he had an unexpected dog move in to the home which necessitated repair

Historic District Commission
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of missing fence panel that was on the back of the house. Stated that he had some left-over
materials - cedar post and trim which he used to quickly put up a fence. Stated that the request
is for a variance for the materials of a five-foot-wide fence, cedar, with metal corrugated panels.
Pettit: Asked if applicant could discuss the amount of fencing and the location of the fencing.
Tallant: Stated that there is a map below the picture [reference materials]. Stated that it is on
the alley of the house, not in front of the house. Stated that it is approximately a six-foot-wide
section of fence between the neighbor’s fence on Olive and the garage in the back of the house.
Lindsay: Asked if it is the blue line [reference materials].
Tallant: Confirmed. Stated that the small blue line [reference materials] is the existing new fence.
Stated that there is currently a wire fence in the back, in red [reference materials]. Stated that
he did not remove that. Stated that the picture is what is currently in place. Stated that, if
approved, then he would ask to finish the back half of the alley in the same design.
Prebys: Asked if applicant has a Fence Fact Sheet.
Tallant: Confirmed.

[Discussion as to the Fence Fact Sheet, proposed fence location, proposed materials]
Lindsay: Asked if those two end posts are four-by-four posts [reference materials] and if they are
in the ground.
Tallant: Confirmed.

[Review of materials/discussion continued]
Tallant: Stated that he could remove all of the horizontal structure that is on the front face, keep
the existing back horizontal structure and then put traditional five-foot-tall flats as a replacement
and then subsequently paint them.

[Discussion as to appropriate alternatives]
Tallant: Stated that he was looking for something that created a bit more of a barrier to the alley.
Stated that the horizontal shadow box or vertical slats would be good. Stated that he would
prefer the horizontal.
Motion:

Lindsay (second: Rupert) moved to approve and issue a certificate of appropriateness for work at
428 N Hamilton as specified in the application dated September 13, 2019, for the installation of a
6’ tall cedar fence with the changes discussed, which include horizontal shadow box panels, with
the condition that the wood is painted or stained an opaque color.

Secretary of the Interior Standards:
#3 – Do not imitate earlier styles.
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#9 – Contemporary designs shall be compatible and shall not destroy significant original materials.
#10 – New work shall be removable.
Approval:

Unanimous. Motion carried.

STUDY ITEMS
311 W Cross

*Concrete porch replacement
Applicant:

Mike Eller, owner; John Beverly, contractor; Zachariah Beverly, contractor – present

Discussion:

Eller: Stated that he would like to do a replacement of what is there.
Prebys: Asked for clarification of “what is there”.
Eller: Stated that it is an all-cement steps and porch, the full width of the house. Stated that it
has been crumbling for some years. Stated that the stairs and porch would be put back in. Stated
that the porch would be under thirty inches in order to stay away from having to put in a handrail
around the porch. Stated that there are original black pipe handrails going up the middle of the
stairwell [reference photo materials].
Rupert: Stated -- which are acceptable.
Eller: Stated that they did hang on to those. Stated that there is about a four/four-and-a-halfinch step-up into each apartment. Indicated that it is his understanding that that is acceptable
because they are private entrances into each apartment rather than into a common hall.
Stevenson: Asked if, in terms of the knee walls, for example, they would be put back as they
were. Asked if any changes are planned in terms of stair height or appearance.
J. Beverly: Indicated that the plan is to remove the steps, then put them back, and then
removing the wall.
Eller: Stated -- these walls along the side [reference photo materials].
Stevenson: Asked if the walls are going to be put back.
J. Beverly: Confirmed. Stated -- with block.
Stevenson: Asked -- so it is going to look like it is.
Eller/ J. Beverly: Confirmed.
Stevenson: Asked -- so right in there, it looks like there has been a demo of the stairs [reference
photo materials]. Asked if the porch part is going to stay the way it is.
J. Beverly: Confirmed, no.
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Z. Beverly: Stated that they are in the process of demolition.
J. Beverly: Indicated that the plan is to drop it down seven inches – four inches from the door,
down. Stated that that should give it about twenty-five inches height there [reference photo
materials]. Stated that when the cap is put on it, it should be just right.
Stevenson: Asked if that will affect the stairs.
J. Beverly: Stated that they will leave out one step.
Rupert: Asked about the posts on the porch.
J. Beverly: Stated that they will extend those.
Rupert: Asked if the same detailing would be used.
J. Beverly: Confirmed.
Rupert: Asked if the side walls are going to be rebuilt.
Eller: Confirmed.

[Discussion re: cement coloring/appropriateness]
Rupert: Asked if on the foundation, if that is going to be block.
J. Beverly: Confirmed. [Discussion as to work process]

[Procedural discussion]
Motion:

Prebys (second: Stevenson) moved to approve administrative approval for the work at 311 W
Cross as discussed in detail on September 24, 2019.

Approval:

Unanimous. Motion carried.

OLD BUSINESS

*Returned to Old Business
133 W Michigan

*Window Replacement.
Applicant:

Randall Faber, owner- not present.

Discussion:

Prebys: Suggested tabling discussion for applicant to return with further information regarding
other window options, as discussed at the September 10th HDC meeting.
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Motion:

Prebys (second: Rupert) moved to table the application for 133 W Michigan pending further
information.

Approval:

Unanimous. Motion carried.

NEW BUSINESS

*Returned to New Business
302 E Cross

*Demolition by neglect timeline for repair extension.
Applicant:

Maxwell Ziebarth, owner- not present.

Discussion:

Slagor: [Staff provided an update/initiated discussion-expectations]

[Procedural discussion]
Motion:

Stevenson (second: Prebys) moved to extend the timeline for repairs for the house at 302 E
Cross, to be presented at the Historic District Commission Meeting on October 8, 2019. The
property owner is expected to attend and speak with the Commission.

Approval:

Unanimous. Motion carried.

ADMINISTRATIVE APPROVALS
534 N Huron

*Fence replacement
Motion:

Prebys (second: Rupert) moved to accept the administrative approval for 534 N Huron for fence
replacement.

Approval:

Unanimous. Motion carried.

OTHER BUSINESS
Property Monitoring
100 W Michigan
Rupert: Discussed progress of work.
101 W Michigan
Rupert/Prebys: Discussed progress of work.
401 E Forest
Prebys: Status inquiry.
106 S Huron
Pettit: Discussed appearance.
206 N Huron
Prebys: Discussed appearance.
Historic District Commission
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Commissioner Comments- General discussion of inappropriate doors in the District.
AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS—none
HOUSEKEEPING BUSINESS
Approval of the minutes of September 10, 2019
Motion:

Prebys (second: Lindsay) moved to approve the minutes of September 10, 2019 as submitted.

Approval:

Unanimous. Motion carried.

ADJOURNMENT
Interim Chairperson Pettit adjourned the meeting, citing the end of the agenda with no further items to discuss.
MEETING ADJOURNED at 8:09 p.m.

Full Minutes Prepared By: Nancy Hare-Dickerson
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